Federal Wildlife Officer Answer Key

1. What is the primary purpose of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service?
   A: The primary purpose of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is to conserve and protect the habitat for wildlife.

2. What is a typical day life for Federal Wildlife Officer Gabriel Harper?
   A: A typical day for Gabriel Harper starts with going outside, taking a lap around to see what's going on, helping fishing groups, teaching kids about hunting and fishing on the refuge.

3. What are two types of patrol Federal Wildlife Officer Gabriel Harper goes on?
   A: Federal Wildlife Officer goes on foot patrols and vehicle patrols.

4. What tools does Gabriel Harper always keep on him?
   A: Gabriel Harper always keeps a compass or a GPS on him to make sure he doesn’t get lost.

5. What other tool does Gabriel Harper use to keep track of hunters on the refuge?
   A: Gabriel Harper uses cameras that attach to trees to keep an eye on the thousands of acres of forest at the refuge.